FLRACEP REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
FUNDING OPPORTUNITY NUMBER: FLRACEP-2019-01.5
FLRACEP RFP III.5 – Facilitating Development of a Standardized Mapping
Framework
The Florida RESTORE Act Centers of Excellence Program is issuing a Request for Proposals to establish a
(single) West Florida Shelf Standardized Mapping Framework Center of Excellence. The selected Center
of Excellence will facilitate a collaborative effort to develop a framework for aggregating benthic habitat
data on the West Florida Shelf.

West Florida Shelf Standardized Mapping Framework Center of Excellence
Timeline: 24-36 months*
One possible CoE award
*note that the successful applicant could be eligible for up to ten additional years of funding to implement the framework in
the Gulf of Mexico, depending on Program Management Team approval, satisfactory completion of the initial scope of work,
available funding, and other factors

Available funding: $350,000
Key Deadlines










RFP III.5 Release date: November 12, 2019
Informational webinar: November 19, 2019, 3-4pm (details below)
LOIs are due December 11, 2019 at 5pm eastern time
LOI feedback will be sent by December 16, 2019 and consist of: Encouraged, Highly Encouraged,
or Discouraged from submitting a full proposal
Any applicant submitting a LOI may submit a full proposal, regardless of the feedback received
Full proposals are due February 10, 2020 at 5pm eastern time
SRP review February 10-Feb 21, 2020
PMT review February 10-Feb 28, 2020
PMT decision early March 2020

Purpose
To build a process for and get community agreement on a framework to support effective and dynamic
aggregation of current and future benthic mapping data.
Informational Webinar

November 19, 2019, 3-4pm. Please join the meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/401401541 Access Code: 401-401-541
You can also dial in using your phone. United States: +1 (646) 749-3112
Background
The challenge of collecting, standardizing, aggregating, maintaining, and sharing historic and current
spatial habitat data is a major impediment to achieving maximum impact and return on investment from
Gulf of Mexico (Gulf) resource management and restoration efforts. Currently, standardized aggregated
(synthesizing data from different sources into the same place) spatial habitat data is not readily available
to those that need it. Existing data compilation efforts have made strides in supporting data discovery,
but they are not aggregated and standardized (e.g., classification scheme, resolution, format, etc.). It
takes considerable effort for users to find, understand, standardize, assemble, and employ the required
spatial information to support user needs. And given the dynamic nature of habitats, spatial data sets
that are compiled from these resources for a given project have a short life-span.
The ultimate vision is for standardized data flowing from multiple sources across multiple sites to be
aggregated dynamically and used repeatedly by anyone. Such a data framework would collectively save
thousands of hours of time spent by those manually compiling data from scattered sources. This
opportunity seeks to support this vision by funding the facilitation of a process to get agreement across
the many entities interested in mapping on the standards necessary for such a system.
Funding opportunity
FLRACEP is soliciting proposals for a Center of Excellence to facilitate development of a data
standardization framework to align the classification, resolution, and formatting of benthic data
collected on the West Florida Shelf (WFS). We envision multiple interactions that require face to face
meetings with different parties to get alignment and agreement. Ultimately, multiple layers/maps might
be required for different themes, so community agreement on standardization is critical. The overall
objective of the framework is to lay the foundation for a system (could be a combined technical,
community, and business rules solution) that allows multiple mapping stakeholders to contribute to a
single, seamless, integrated map in the future.
This funding is an opportunity to change how we do the business of mapping the shelf (current and
future), and thus the purpose is to facilitate a process that is absent and sorely needed. The key to
successfully changing the status quo is agreement across the many data providers and product users.
Thus, the purpose of this funding is to build a process for – and get community agreement on – a
framework to support effective and dynamic aggregation of current and future benthic mapping data.
FLRACEP is seeking proposals for a Center of Excellence that will serve as a collaboration hub for state,
federal, academic, and other partners in order to generate a framework for integrating various existing
mapping efforts into a single, continuous benthic map for the West Florida Shelf AND support the
seamless addition of new or updated information. The WFS geographic area of interest covers the entire
Gulf portion of Florida spanning from the shoreline out to 200 m water depth but is not expected to
include inland bays and estuaries. At present, mapping in this region is conducted piecemeal using a
wide range of sensors, mapping methods, and classification schemes.

This framework should demonstrate that collaborators are familiar with and draw on examples from
similar exercises beyond the Gulf. Applicants must also demonstrate commitment from a state or
federal entity capable of and eager to provide long-term data housing, public availability, and upkeep. A
letter of support from the state or federal agency must accompany all applications.
Several programs in the Gulf of Mexico have identified mapping standards and connecting existing
mapping data as a priority (FCMaP, GOMA Master Mapping Plan, Texas mapping efforts, NOAA, USGS,
BOEM, etc). While the focus of this award is specifically on the West Florida Shelf, the framework should
be expandable to the entire Gulf of Mexico, and preference will be given to proposals that include
partners and plans that enable this expansion
Proposals should specifically address how the project will culminate in a final product that describes the
framework and prescribes steps for future users to produce a new dynamic map that fits in seamlessly
into the framework and our understanding of the WFS. This is a critical element of ensuring the longterm utility of the project.
Proposals for Centers of Excellence funding will be assessed on:
1. Collaboration with existing state, federal, academic and other mapping partners, and
stakeholders;
2. Viability of the plan/process to achieve consensus on data standardization framework (i.e. the
workplan has a high likelihood of success);
3. Technical qualifications of the proposed project team and their ability to overcome the
challenges associated with this collaborative work;
4. Sufficient detail on process, potential partners, and likely participants:
a. Clearly articulated purpose and need,
b. Process to identify and collaborate with data providers and users (this might entail draft
meeting agendas, plans to reach-back to participants, etc.)
c. Budgets that provide a detailed account of any referenced workshops and sufficient
support for the proposed meetings, stakeholder reach back, etc.
5. Utility of the proposed final product in providing an effective roadmap for how we allow for
multiple contributors to a single, central mapping effort.
Future Funding
The successful applicant could be eligible for up to ten additional years of funding to implement the
framework in the Gulf of Mexico, depending on Program Management Team approval, satisfactory
completion of the initial scope of work, available funding, and other factors.
Pre-Proposal Letter of Intent Requirements
All applicants are required to submit a pre-proposal Letter of Intent (LOI) not to exceed three pages
single-sided using 12-point font. Each LOI must include a title page that will NOT count toward the 3page limit. The title page should include the title of the proposal, a list of any co-PIs, and PI contact
information: name, title, affiliation, mailing address, e-mail addresses, phone numbers, and web page (if
any).

The LOI should clearly articulate a problem statement, methods to address the issue, anticipated
outcomes, project timeline, and a budget (including any matching funds).The 3-page limit for the LOI
includes literature cited, photos, pictures, graphs, figures, and all supporting information (except for the
2-page CV). Applicants should submit a brief CV (2 pages or less) for the PI as an appendix to their LOI.
Key Deadlines





LOIs are due December 11, 2019 at 5pm eastern time
LOI feedback will be sent by December 16, 2019 and consist of: Encouraged, Highly Encouraged,
or Discouraged from submitting a full proposal
Any applicant submitting a LOI may submit a full proposal, regardless of the feedback received
Full proposals are due February 10, 2020 at 5pm eastern time

Eligible Entities
FLRACEP grants may only be awarded to a Florida-based (i.e. headquartered and primarily operating in
Florida) non-governmental public or private institution of higher education (lead PI from same) or other
not-for-profit institution. The Florida-based headquarters must primarily operate in Florida in the area
of ocean and coastal research, support an established infrastructure capable of receiving and
administering a federal grant, and have a history of successful grant management. NGOs with national
headquarters elsewhere may utilize their Florida offices that meet these conditions.
Full Proposal Requirements
The body of the proposal must not exceed ten pages, single-sided using 10- or 12-point font, exclusive
of cover page, bibliography, budget pages, curricula vitae, and supporting materials.
Cover Page (limit 1 page)


Title: The full title of the proposal.



Principal Investigator (PI): Please list only one (corresponding) principal investigator.



PI Contact Information: Affiliation, address, phone, website, and e-mail for the principal
investigator.



Financial Point of Contact (POC): An individual within the institution responsible for contractual
and fiscal matters.



Financial POC Information: Address, phone, and e-mail.

Proposal Body (limit 10 pages)


Abstract: Provide an abstract summarizing the project. Please limit to 300 words.



Introduction, Background, or Problem Statement: Provide a brief review of the specific
problem or question(s) this proposal is seeking to address and any past or related efforts by the
research team or others. Indicate knowledge gaps, shortfalls of prior efforts, successes in other
regions, etc. and describe how the applicant(s) will incorporate this information into the
proposed work.



Goals and Objectives: Provide clear statements of both the general or broad goal of the
proposed project and the specific objectives that will be addressed within the scope of this
proposal to make progress toward that goal. Provide a discussion of the importance or
significance of the project, and how it relates to addressing the stated problem.



Methods: Provide a detailed description of the methods, including a detailed timeline of
activities.



Data Management: Provide a description of data management, storage, sharing, and
dissemination plan.



Anticipated Outcomes: Describe the short-term outcomes anticipated to occur within the scope
of effort and time span of the proposed project (e.g. completion of a project strategy,
publication of a science framework, regional workshops, one or more peer-reviewed journal
articles, etc. and how these support advancement of GOM mapping.



Application: Describe the anticipated long-term utility of the project, its implications for future
research, management, or conservation activities, and how the proposed project will support
such activities. Be as specific as possible as to the entity or agency expected to use the outputs
of this work.

Budget and Time Line
This section should provide a detailed narrative and follow the categories from the required FLRACEP
annual budget sheet as well as clearly link spending to different objectives or tasks from the proposal
body. Applications must include a schedule, timeline, and milestone chart in this section.
Curricula Vitae, Research Team Qualifications (limit 2 pages each CV)
Provide a curriculum vitae or short biography of no more than two pages for each of the key members
of the proposal team (those individuals whose background and experience are essential to completion
of the project), including their experience or expertise related to the subject proposal. Although there
can be only one corresponding principal investigator, multiple co-investigators can be included in this
portion of the proposal, if desired.
Submission Procedure and Review Timelines
Please review the FLRACEP Rules and Policies document for all programmatic requirements before
submitting an application. Pre-proposal LOIs and proposals should be submitted electronically in Adobe
PDF format to the FLRACEP program team at flracep@usf.edu.





Full proposals are due February 10, 2020 at 5pm eastern time
SRP review February 10-Feb 21, 2020
PMT review February 10-Feb 28, 2020
PMT decision early March 2020

Policy on Indirect Costs

Due to the limited funding available, FLRACEP limits indirect costs for all Centers of Excellence research
grants and contracts to ten percent of the direct costs, and IDC may not be charged on either tuition or
shiptime.
Geographic Extent
As required by the RESTORE Act, field efforts must be located in the Gulf Coast Region (as defined at 31
C.F.R. §34.2), which includes oceans and coasts off coastal counties that border the Gulf of Mexico, from
25 nm inland from the coastline to the offshore boundary of the Exclusive Economic Zone.

Abstract
Benthic habitat mapping has become key for data integration and synthesis in contexts like conservation,
management, and research. Habitat mapping requires the integration of multiple types of data (e.g., bathymetry, chemical
properties, species occurrences), of different forms (e.g., points, lines, polygons, raster), and collected at different spatial
and temporal scales into a common geographic framework. This diversity of data often prevents proper data integration,
thus missing opportunities to “collect once and use many times”.
Despite past and ongoing efforts from regional, state, and federal governments to study Florida’s marine ecosystems
and resources and repeated calls for a standardized approach to map them, there is currently no general framework for
guiding research, management, and conservation of benthic resources in Florida. There is a critical need to have a
descriptive, spatially-explicit cyberinfrastructure representing Florida’s seafloor environments at multiple scales that can
serve management, conservation, and research efforts, and that aligns with existing national and international efforts. To
build such cyberinfrastructure, we need to reach community agreement on a framework to support effective and dynamic
aggregation of current and future seafloor mapping data.
We propose to establish a Center of Excellence at the University of Florida that will manage efforts to (1) review
existing and successful frameworks for marine data integration and distribution around the world, (2) review existing
standards, protocols, and guidelines for data collection, integration, and distribution, (3) get community agreement on the
structure of a framework for data integration and distribution on the West Florida Shelf, and (4) build a cyberinfrastructure
to support the chosen framework, i.e., to upload, standardize, visualize, and access benthic data of the West Florida Shelf.
Three workshops will be organized to get community input. The cyberinfrastructure will be open-source, compatible with
existing national and international frameworks, and adhere to FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable)
principles.
1. Introduction, Background, and Problem Statement
1.1 Mapping Benthic Habitats
With the existing natural and the ever-increasing anthropogenic pressures on marine ecosystems, it has become
essential for governments around the globe to monitor their marine resources to ensure their sustainable use. The spatial
distribution of these resources and the patterns they create can be studied using benthic habitat mapping. Benthic habitats
are defined as areas of the seafloor that are different from their surroundings in terms of their physical, chemical, and/or
biological characteristics (Lecours et al., 2015). Thus, habitats can be “abiotic” and only represent, for instance, the
geomorphology of an area, or they can be “biotic” and directly associated with individual species or biological
communities (e.g., species distribution models) (cf. Brown et al., 2011; Lecours, 2019).
Marine habitat mapping has become key for data integration and synthesis to assist in the study of distribution
patterns, in contexts such as marine conservation, management, and research in Earth and marine sciences (e.g., Cogan et
al., 2009; Buhl-Mortensen et al., 2015a; Davies et al., 2015; Reiss et al., 2015; Rolet et al., 2015; Howell et al., 2016).
Habitat maps enable the interpretation of the nature, distribution, and extent of distinct types of environments, and allow
predictions of species, communities, and marine resources distribution based on their associations with the environment
(Brown et al., 2011; Lecours, 2019). Habitat maps are considered among the best spatial decision-support tools (Guisan
et al., 2013; Levin et al., 2014) and are now commonly used in a variety of contexts (Leslie, 2005; Costello, 2014).
The field of marine habitat mapping has evolved rapidly since the early 1990s, following technological and
methodological developments in Geographic Information Systems (GIS), spatial analysis methods, and remote sensing
technologies (Brown et al., 2011; Kachelriess et al., 2014). Within a GIS environment, spatial analytical techniques are
combined with different data to facilitate the quantification and spatial representation of habitats (Lecours, 2019). Since
the different approaches to habitat mapping involve the combination of various types of data into the same geographic
framework, benthic habitat mapping requires multidisciplinary efforts. Habitat mapping exercises may need the
integration of theories and methods from geology, geomorphology, chemistry, oceanography, and ecology, among other
Earth and marine sciences, into a spatial framework for analysis and representation (Lecours, 2019).
Difficulties associated with sampling the seafloor at sufficient spatial and temporal resolutions often force habitat
mapping practices to rely on the concept of surrogacy to understand spatial patterns of distribution of marine resources
(McArthur et al., 2010). A surrogate, or proxy, is a measurable characteristic of the environment that can substitute another
one that is more challenging to measure or map (Harris & Baker, 2012). With developments in optical and acoustic remote
sensing technologies, surrogates such as bathymetry are now often measured continuously or near-continuously over a
broad area assumed to contain the resource(s) of interest (Lecours et al., 2016a). While several types of environmental
variables were found to be useful surrogates for habitat mapping (cf. McArthur et al., 2010; Harris & Baker, 2012), with
differing degrees of importance depending on species, locations, settings, and scales, surrogates associated with the
physical environment are the most extensively available and used (Harris & Baker, 2012; Lecours et al., 2016a; Lucieer
et al., 2018). Topography/bathymetry (i.e., the arrangement of physical features on the terrain), geology (i.e., the nature,
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size, and location of substrate), and geomorphology (i.e., the shape and interpretation of physical features on the terrain)
are among the main drivers of marine resources (McArthur et al., 2010; Lecours et al., 2016b), and can be quantified
using bathymetry and backscatter (i.e., the acoustic reflectivity of the seafloor that informs on substrate type) data.
However, we note that efforts to include chemical, oceanographic, and biological surrogates, which can be represented as
in situ point data or modeled vector data, have increased in recent years (e.g., Carmel & Stoller-Cavari, 2006; Mellin et
al., 2011; Lecours et al., 2020).
1.2 Lack of Standardization in Benthic Habitat Mapping
Benthic habitat mapping efforts are most often local, fueled by the need to answer one or a few specific questions in
a particular context. As such, data collection may not be performed with the long-term goal of integrating the newly
acquired data with other existing datasets or data that might be collected in the future. In addition, it has been reported
that data for benthic characterization are not always carefully selected, with data being selected primarily based on
availability or ease of collection rather than ecological meaning and fitness-for-use (Peterson et al., 2011; Tulloch et al.,
2016; Lecours et al., 2017). Granting agencies or leaders of data collection effort do not always specify the standards or
guidelines used for the collection and production of their data, which may lead to vastly different habitat maps (Lecours,
2017). As representations of real environmental characteristics, habitat maps are highly sensitive to how they are
produced, which causes a potential antinomy: while habitat maps have become an invaluable tool to inform and assist
decision-making in a variety of context, maps of the same area built using different methods and data may provide
dissimilar representations, thus providing different information and possibly leading to different decisions. In addition,
benthic habitat mapping requires the integration of multiple types of data (e.g., bathymetry, chemical properties, species
occurrences), of different forms (e.g., points, lines, polygons, raster), and collected at different spatial and temporal scales
into a common geographic framework (Lecours, 2017). This diversity of data often prevents proper data integration, thus
missing opportunities to “collect once and use many times”.
Scale is one of the most significant issues when it comes to standardization. The issues associated with thematic,
spatial, and temporal scales have been widely discussed in the ecological (e.g., Levin, 1992; Schneider, 2001; Hobbs,
2003) and geospatial literatures (e.g., Stone, 1972; Atkinson and Tate, 2000; Goodchild, 2011), including a relatively
recent review by Lecours et al. (2015) on scale in benthic habitat mapping. It is well-known that measuring the same
phenomenon with data at different scales produces different patterns (Keil and Hawkins, 2009; Ross et al., 2015) which
provides different information to data users. Ecological and geological patterns and processes occur at multiple scales
(Solan et al., 20023; Edgar et al., 2008; Buhl-Mortensen et al., 2015b; Lecours et al., 2015) and by often focusing on
single scales current benthic habitat mapping practices regularly fail to capture multiscale environmental drivers (Eidens
et al., 2015; Lecours et al., 2015). One of the solutions to this issue of standardization across scales is to set benthic habitat
mapping practices into a multiscale framework that involves self-replication across scales. A multiscale framework to
data representation would help appropriately matching methodological (observational and analytical), ecological, social
(i.e., the scale at which people or industry use the resources) and management scales (Edgar et al., 2008; Levin et al.,
2014) in given contexts; mismatches between the natural and social scales have been identified as causes for failures in
conservation and management (Crowder et al., 2006; Cumming et al., 2006). While the incorporation of scientific
knowledge regarding ecological scale into conservation planning has been identified as one of the most urgent scale
challenges (e.g., Apostolopoulou and Paloniemi, 2012), the integration of multiple data sources into a multiscale
framework can provide a more holistic overview of ecosystems and geosystems (Lecours et al., 2015): this can be done
through cyberinfrastructures such as webGIS (Lecours, 2017).
1.3 Problem Statement
The Florida Coastal Mapping Program has identified the critical need for seafloor data in Florida to produce benthic
habitat maps to understand mineral resource distribution, examine sea-level rise indicators, and inform decision-making
in contexts such as coastal zone management, navigation, and coastal resilience planning (FCMaP, 2019). Florida’s
coastal waters are the most valuable (more than $30 billion in revenue per year), have the highest recreational use, and
have one of the highest concentrations of coastal communities in the country. Despite past and ongoing efforts from
regional, state, and federal governments to study Florida’s marine ecosystems and resources and repeated calls for a
standardized approach to map them, there is currently no general framework for guiding research, management, and
conservation of seafloor environments and resources in Florida. At a 2007 workshop, regional, state, and federal sponsors
concluded that while mapping coastal resources was a top priority, the lack of coordination was preventing broad-scale
mapping from happening (Robbins et al., 2008). While there has recently been an increase in seafloor mapping efforts in
Florida by governments and academic and non-profit organizations (FCMaP, 2019; Radabaugh et al., 2019), the collected
data are still stored at different spatial scales and not combined into a statewide database.
Having a strong, consistent, transparent, repeatable, and science-based protocol for data collection and mapping is
essential for effectively supporting decision-makers in contexts such as the development of conservation and management
plans. The development of user-friendly tools to assist in the application of such protocol is crucial to a widespread
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improvement in practices. Wright (2016) highlighted the need to become digitally resilient, which involves data and tools
that are “freely accessible, interchangeable, operational, of high quality, and up-to-date” (Wright, 2016). According to the
author, building a digital resilience involves to “ (1) create and implement a culture that consistently shares not only data,
but workflows and use cases with the data, particularly within maps and GIS; (2) use maps and other visuals to tell
compelling stories that many different kinds of audiences will understand and remember; and (3) be more open to different
kinds of partnerships to reduce project costs, yield better results, and foster public awareness and behavioral change.”
Based on this concept of digital resilience, Lecours (2017) suggested that benthic habitat mapping move towards
becoming digitally resilient by using interactive and collaborative GIS cyberinfrastructure to encourage the habitat
mapping community, from data collectors and mapmakers to decision-makers, to adopt science-based protocols for data
collection, analysis, and distribution.
With the likely increase in size and frequency of extreme weather events (Gao et al., 2012) that have the potential to
significantly impact benthic systems in Florida (Canning-Clode et al., 2011; Lirman et al., 2011; Adams et al., 2012;
Ummenhofer & Meehl, 2017), there is a critical need to have a descriptive, spatially-explicit cyberinfrastructure
representing Florida’s seafloor environments at multiple spatial scales that can be used to answer a variety of end-uses
questions in different contexts (e.g., sea-level rise, community resilience, hurricane impacts), can guide and inform
management, planning, and conservation efforts, and can serve Earth and marine sciences research. This
cyberinfrastructure will need to integrate with current national (e.g., the Global Multi-Resolution Topography (GRMT)
Synthesis curated at Columbia University (Ryan et al., 2009)) and international (e.g., Seabed 2030) efforts. To build such
cyberinfrastructure, we need to reach community agreement on a framework to support effective and dynamic aggregation
of current and future seafloor mapping data.
2. Goals and Objectives
Our overall goal is to establish a Center of Excellence at the University of Florida to work towards getting community
agreement on a framework to support effective and dynamic aggregation of current and future benthic mapping data of
the West Florida Shelf. Our specific objectives are to (1) review existing and successful frameworks for marine data
integration and distribution around the world, (2) get community agreement on the structure of a framework for data
integration and distribution on the West Florida Shelf, and (3) build the cyberinfrastructure to support the chosen
framework. This project will have a significant impact on how benthic mapping is currently done in the State of Florida.
It will first provide a set of proposed practices for data collection, standardization, and integration. It will then implement
a framework for data integration and distribution designed by the community of stakeholders. The framework is going to
be supported by an open-source cyberinfrastructure for data integration and distribution, thus directly answering the need
to have a descriptive, spatially-explicit cyberinfrastructure representing Florida’s seafloor environments at multiple spatial
scales that can be used to answer a variety of end-uses questions in different contexts.
3. Methods
The general approach of the proposed Center of Excellence is based on an iterative feedback loop between the project
team and the community. A meta-analysis will first be performed and summarized in a technical report to ensure that all
participants have the same foundational knowledge of the underlying issues with spatial data integration and how it has
been addressed in other contexts. Then, three workshops will be held to share information and gather community inputs
through activities. Workshop activities will be strategically designed to promote shared understanding and consensusbuilding and aimed at ensuring each participant has the chance to contribute and feels shared ownership over the outcomes.
The results of each workshop will be recorded in a summary report, which will be distributed to participants following
each event as part of a quarterly newsletter distributed to participants and whoever subscribes to the mailing list. Following
each workshop, the team will work on implementing the feedback received into the framework and the associated
cyberinfrastructure that will result from it. In this case, the cyberinfrastructure will be a webGIS application supported by
a geodatabase (e.g., Information System on Small-Scale Fisheries (https://issfcloud.toobigtoignore.net/)).
Behavioral experiments have shown that the use of GIS to analyze and interpret data and maps can improve decision
making (Crossland et al., 1995). Geodatabases on which are based on webGIS can facilitate data selection by regrouping
available data and identifying gaps in relevant data. Also, geodatabases enable the proper integration of metadata for each
dataset, including information on data quality and scale. In terms of mapping, webGIS offer versatility in visualizing
individual datasets and a scalable environment, which can be useful for users that need broader-scale maps to serve as
vision statements at the same time as finer-scale maps to plan site-specific interventions (Beier et al., 2011). GIS also
allow the exploration of ways to represent the four-dimensional nature of the environment, whether it is for accounting
for depth in the study of pelagic species or the temporal component of migration (Bentlage et al., 2013; Kaplan et al.,
2014). Tools to help make individual maps or a combination of maps that tell a story can be incorporated in such
cyberinfrastructure (Wright, 2016) and all data can be interrogated by users to retrieve different types of information (e.g.,
metadata). Finally, GIS like this can be based on an adaptive framework wherein data, tools, maps, and models can be
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iteratively updated and refined with new developments, offering replicable and transparent options for processing and
analysis, enabling valid comparisons to be made (Lecours, 2017). Lecours (2017) recommended that such webGIS need
to be in line with the open-access, data-sharing movement (Sedberry et al., 2011; Borja, 2014; Levin et al., 2014), by
being accessible to anyone, by making data and tools accessible to anyone, and by allowing everyone to contribute data
and tools. Similar to the controlled environment of OpenStreetMap (www.openstreetmap.org; Haklay and Weber, 2008),
data and tools can be quality-controlled before being integrated into the systems. Whether members of these GIS
communities or members of their advisory body would perform this quality control is up for debate among the community.
In the proposed project, the cyberinfrastructure will be developed in three sections: 1) the server that will host the
standardized data, 2) the user side that will correspond to the webGIS to visualize and download standardized data, and
3) a contributor side that will convert input data into a standardized format (Figure 1). Pending community approval, the
cyberinfrastructure will be open-source, compatible with existing national (e.g., GRMT data) and international
frameworks, and adhere to FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable) principles (Wilkinson et al., 2016), and
data and metadata will comply with the International Standards Organization (ISO) standards for geographic information.

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed infrastructure to support the community-chosen framework.
3.1 Meta-Analysis
In recent years, there have been increased efforts by many countries and organizations to collect benthic data, leading
the United Nations to proclaim a Decade (2021-2030) of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development. On a global scale,
the Nippon Foundation-GEBCO Seabed 2030 Project, which aims to have 100% of the ocean floor mapped by 2030
(Mayer et al., 2018), was officially launched in 2018. The Ocean Biogeographic Information System (OBIS) has reached
50 million marine species occurrence records in late 2017 (Klein et al., 2019) and now includes essential ocean variables
(Muller-Karger et al., 2018). The three-dimensional Ecological Marine Units (EMUs), defined using six physicochemical
variables such as temperature and salinity, were recently made available globally (Sayre et al., 2017). At the national
level, the MAREANO project in Norway (https://www.mareano.no/en) (Buhl-Mortensen et al., 2015a, 2015b), EMODnet
in the European Union (http://www.emodnet.eu/) (Miguez et al., 2019), and Seamap Australia
(https://seamapaustralia.org/) (Butler et al., 2017) are all recent examples of innovative and effective integration of multisource marine datasets. Finally, some U.S. states, such as New Hampshire (https://www.nhcoastalviewer.org/) and
California (https://www.axiomdatascience.com/maps/usgs.php), also developed similar frameworks. There are also other
types of databases available online, such as the Gulf of Mexico Research Initiative Information and Data Cooperative
(GRIIDC; https://data.gulfresearchinitiative.org/), OceanReports (www.marinecadastre.gov/oceanreports), and Gulfbase
(www.gulfbase.org). We believe that it is not necessary as part of the proposed Center of Excellence to reinvent the wheel;
there are multiple examples of successful frameworks that support effective and dynamic aggregation of benthic mapping
data elsewhere in the world, and we want to learn from those experiences.
The first few months of the Center of Excellence will therefore be dedicated to the production of a technical report
presenting a meta-analysis of existing guidelines and protocols for data collection, successful frameworks for data
integration and synthesis, and successful frameworks for data distribution. Examples of work presenting guidelines and
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protocols for data collection that will be reviewed include the Special Publication N° 44 of the International Hydrographic
Organization (IHO) titled “IHO Standards for Hydrographic Surveys” (IHO, 2008), the “Guideline for Seafloor Mapping
in German Marine Waters Using High-Resolution Sonars” (BSH, 2016), by the German Federal Maritime and
Hydrographic Agency, and NOAA’s Integrated Ocean and Coastal Mapping Seafloor Mapping Standards (NOAA, 2011).
Data collection techniques for biological, chemical, and geological data on the seafloor will also be reviewed. Successful
frameworks for data integration and synthesis will include those frameworks that are only for visualization purposes or
that do not provide access to the original data (e.g., EMUs). Successful frameworks for data distribution will include those
that enable data downloads (e.g., EMODnet, MAREANO). In addition to including a review of existing guidelines,
protocols, and frameworks, the meta-analysis will incorporate essential concepts for the successful implementation of this
Center of Excellence. Concepts such as the ISO standards for geographic information, FAIR principles, Open Data
Principles of the global consortium “Group on Earth Observations” (www.earthobservations.org/), and the U.S. Federal
Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) geospatial metadata standards will be reviewed. Previous efforts to coordinate
seafloor mapping efforts in Florida will also be reviewed (e.g., Robbins et al., 2008; Radabaugh et al., 2019), as well as
existing data management frameworks in the Gulf of Mexico (e.g., GRIIDC, Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill Long Term
Data Management Coordination (DWH-LTDM).
The technical report resulting from this meta-analysis will be shared with state, federal, academic, and other mapping
partners and stakeholders ahead of a three-day workshop (cf. Section 3.2). The goal of this report is to ensure that all
workshop attendees are on the same level and have the same basic knowledge when they arrive at the workshop, in order
to guarantee that most of the time at the workshop is productive and spent towards reaching community agreement on the
framework to support effective and dynamic aggregation of current and future benthic mapping data.
We will also establish a collaboration with the Florida Coastal Mapping Program to make a list of existing seafloor
data in the state of Florida. Data that will be considered include physical data (e.g., bathymetry, substrate), chemical and
oceanographic data (e.g., salinity, dissolved oxygen), and biological data (e.g., species occurrences, reef coverage).
Stakeholders will be encouraged to complete this list by adding datasets that could be integrated within the proposed
framework by the end of the Center of Excellence. This portion of the proposed work will be led by PI Lecours and Ph.D.
student Ennis.
3.2 First Workshop: Community Input
We will host a three-day workshop in the last quarter of the first year. We will establish a collaboration with the
Florida Coastal Mapping Program to make a list of existing and potential contributors of data in the state of Florida;
stakeholders from state, federal, academic, and other mapping partners will be invited. International and out-of-state
collaborators from successful frameworks (e.g., MAREANO, EMODnet, Seamap Australia) will also be invited to share
their experience with the development of such frameworks. Table 1 includes a non-exhaustive list of potential attendees.
Table 1: Non-comprehensive list of partners and stakeholders that will be invited to participate in the workshops. Local
academic partners include institutions of higher education with research programs in the marine sciences.
Local Academic Partners
Eckerd College, Florida A&M University, Florida
Atlantic University, Florida Gulf Coast University,
Florida Institute of Technology, Florida International
University, Florida Polytechnic University, Florida
Southern College, Florida State University, Jacksonville
University, New College of Florida, Nova Southeastern
University, Rollins College, University of Florida,
University of Miami, University of North Florida,
University of South Florida, University of Tampa,
University of West Florida.
Consortiums, Programs & Non-Governmental
Organizations
Florida Coastal Mapping Program, Florida Institute of
Oceanography, Florida Sea Grant, Mote Marine
Laboratory, NOAA’s Integrated Ocean and Coastal
Mapping Program, Interagency Working Group on Ocean
and Coastal Mapping, Smithsonian Marine Station,
Southeast U.S. Seafloor Habitat Mapping Steering
Committee.
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Government Partners
Florida Department of Environmental Protection, Florida
Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission, Florida
Geological Survey, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
U.S. Bureau of Ocean Management, U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service, U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. National Park
Service.

Out-of-State & International Partners with Existing
Frameworks
California Seafloor Mapping Program, EMODnet
members (e.g., CEFAS (U.K.)), Lamont-Doherty Earth
Observatory (Columbia University), MAREANO
(Norway), NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental
Information, Seamap Australia.

The first day of the workshop, led by PI Lecours and Ph.D. student Ennis, will be dedicated to reviewing the technical
report through presentations on the different topics and hearing short presentations from out-of-state and international
partners that have existing, successful frameworks for data collection, integration, synthesis, and distribution. Each
presenter will be provided with a short list of questions to answer during the presentation, such as “Which standards for
metadata are used?” and “What is the typical workflow to add data to the cyberinfrastructure?”.
The second day will be dedicated to discussion and community engagement. Co-PIs Crandall and Hazell, our Agents
in Facilitation and Collaborative Decision Making, will be organizing a series of small group activities to gather inputs
from the stakeholders on a variety of topics, including for example their perception of the different frameworks introduced
on Day 1, their level of agreement with ISO or FDGS metadata standards, or their thoughts on FAIR principles. Activities
will be strategically designed to promote shared understanding and consensus-building and will include a combination of
large group discussions, small group breakouts, group and individual brainstorming, and other activities aimed at ensuring
each participant has the chance to contribute and feels shared ownership over the outcomes. The invited out-of-state and
international partners will remain available to answer questions and discuss with the stakeholders. By the end of that day,
we expect to see a few patterns emerge from the community, for instance, agreement on metadata standards or
disagreement over the preferred workflow for contribution and integration of new data.
These patterns will be summarized for the third day of the workshop and presented back to the community. The list
of existing data that was produced along the technical report will be reviewed with the different partners to ensure
comprehensiveness. The interest of partners and stakeholders to also consider human use data (e.g., shipwrecks for diving)
as part of the framework will be surveyed. The road map for the next year of the Center of Excellence will be presented
to the stakeholders, together with a proposed, innovative approach for the cyberinfrastructure (cf. next section).
3.3 Prototypes
Following the first workshop, the different options selected by partners and stakeholders will be developed in beta
versions by Ph.D. student Ennis. However, a common cyberinfrastructure shell will first need to be designed to host test
data and to test the different functionalities that will have been agreed on during the first workshop. Two components of
the cyberinfrastructure will be partly developed at that point (cf. Figure 1): the server side that will host the geodatabase
and map server, and the user side that consist of a web mapping application.
3.3.1 Geodatabase
The geodatabase hosting the standardized data will be built based on an innovative multiscale sampling and data
analysis paradigm for continuous seafloor data (e.g., bathymetry, seafloor rugosity, slope). A number of datasets from the
comprehensive list compiled before and during the workshop will be used as test data to work on the prototypes.
The geodatabase will need to accommodate data at multiple scales. While most geospatial databases organize and
summarize data into equal-area rectangular bins (e.g., cells or pixels) (Birch et al., 2007) to minimize the variance between
sampling units (Krebs, 1989), this binning technique may not be appropriate to handle large volume of data at multiple
scales: depending on the selected projection and extent of the data, the perceived uniform cells can be distorted either in
shape, point spacing, and/or area as the cells approach the boundaries of the projection extent (Sahr et al., 2003).
Inaccuracies in cell uniformity create a series of undesirable assumptions and potential errors in multiscale summarization
of the data. For example, in a uniform square grid, the distance to neighboring cells is not equally distant from a cell’s
center point (Figure 2). Midpoints of neighboring cells in the orthogonal direction (0˚, 90˚, 180˚, 270˚) are a cell unit’s
length or width from each other. Midpoints of neighboring cells in the diagonal direction (45˚, 135˚, 225˚, 315˚) are an
additional √2 units from the center point compared to the orthogonal neighbors. This variation in distance between
adjacent cells becomes problematic with cost-tracking models, resampling operations, focal statistics, when performing
relative spatial comparisons such as topological analysis (e.g., intersecting features, buffers) or density calculations, and
when summarizing data over broad extents; rules for partial cell selections need to be created and addressed in spatial
analysis assumptions (Birch et al., 2007).

Figure 2. Comparison of Square and Hexagon Grids. Left. In a square grid, the distance d between cell midpoints is
different whether it is in an orthogonal or diagonal direction. Right. Midpoints of adjacent hexagon grid cells are equal
distance from each other in all directions.
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To resolve issues of spatial similarity, topology, and area conformity caused by the adoption of conventional
rectangular grids, the spatial modeling literature has propositions for the adoption of alternative polyhedron grid
tessellations such as hexagons, triangles, or mixed polygons (e.g., Kimerling et al., 1999; He & Jia, 2005; Birch et al.,
2007; Gregory et al., 2008; Mahdavi-Amiri et al., 2015). Our geodatabase will be designed based on hexagonal cells,
which have been applied to a variety of large-scale geospatial projects and have been used in numerous spatial-centric
disciplines (Nickovic, 2001; Blackard et al., 2008; Somveille, 2013; Mahdavi-Amiri et al., 2015; Zald, 2016; Selig, 2014;
Hogg, 2018). Hexagon cells are advantageous to the more commonly utilized rectangular cells due to their reduced bias
of edge effects (Carr et al., 1992; Nickovic, 2001; Birch et al., 2007). Additionally, all edge vertices of the hexagon are
equal distance from the cell’s center (Figure 2). This congruence of spacing between edge vertices and the cell center
allows for the creation of a continuous grid of symmetrically equivalent positioned cells where the centers of neighboring
cells are all equal distance from each other. Overall, the hexagon grid design allows for less spatial bias between sampling
units and greater computational efficiency due to consistent connectivity between cells (He & Jia, 2005), which will be
valuable in a system meant to host data for the entire West Florida Shelf.
In the contributor side of the cyberinfrastructure (cf. Figure 1), individual datasets will be projected into the NAD83
HARN Florida GDL Albers Projection (Florida Albers HARN; WKID: 3087) as a pre-processing step before being
integrated into the geodatabase. The Florida Albers HARN projection is an equal-area conic projection that minimally
distorts shape over distance. This projection has a horizontal accuracy of less than a meter statewide. By referencing all
data sources to an equal area linear unit projection that covers the entire West Florida Shelf, the database will not be
burdened with additional area distortion calculations or assumptions in large-scale modeling operations.
A single hexagon cell measuring 0.2 meter on each side (cell area = 0.1 m2) will serve as the highest resolution (k 0)
in the geodatabase. An average data summary (e.g., depth, rugosity) from the input data will be calculated for the
hexagonal cells at the k0 resolution level based on the intersection of the imagery cell boundaries with the hexagonal
shape. Summary averages will only be calculated for hexagonal cells that are entirely within the spatial boundaries of the
data source(s). In the event where there are multiple sources for a hexagon cell, the most recent data source with the
highest resolution and data quality confidence, evaluated through the standardized metadata to be defined by the
community during the workshops, will be prioritized for modeling and resampling operations.
The database hexagon cells will be managed using a discrete global grid system (DGGS). A DGGS is a spatial
assembly of monotonically increasing/decreasing grid arrays based on the geometry of one or more planar polygons (Sahr
et al., 2003; Gregory et al., 2008). This system will allow for an infinite number of lower resolutions for merging with
other geospatial frameworks (Sahr et al., 2003; Wilkinson et al., 2016). Hexagon cells at the k0 resolution will be oriented
such that two vertices will align with the North/South direction and will be adjacent to six other cells in a continuous,
non-overlapping grid to create a tessellated hexagon mosaic (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Multi-resolution tessellated hexagon mosaic showing three resolution levels of a hexagon lattice. As the
user will zoom into the geodatabase through the webGIS, data at lower resolutions will be retrieved from the
geodatabase and displayed.
All the transformed data will be compiled into an in-house-based PostgreSQL (www.postgresl.org) database with the
PostGIS extension (postgis.net). Both PostgreSQL and PostGIS are open-source software programs. PostgreSQL is a
robust object-relational database management system, and PostGIS is an extension for PostgreSQL that allows the storage
and management of geospatial data in the database, hence converting the database to a geodatabase (Figure 1).
3.3.2 Map Server
The geodatabase will be designed with the focus of facilitating the distribution of benthic data to stakeholders,
partners, and the public. A thematic web application and REST (representational state transfer) service will be created on
cloud servers to support the distribution of benthic data of the West Florida Shelf. GeoServer, an open-source server for
sharing geospatial data particularly designed for interoperability, will be used together with services from the Open
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Geospatial Consortium (e.g., WMS (Web Map Service)). The use of PostGIS for the geodatabase will enable users to run
queries and filter and retrieve data in the geodatabase from the map server.
3.3.3 Web Mapping Application
The development of the webGIS will be done with the Leaflet software (leafletjs.com), an open-source JavaScript
library that helps build interactive web mapping applications. One of the advantages of Leaflet over other software – other
than the fact that it is open-source – is that it is robust on both mobile and desktop platforms, which may be appealing to
stakeholders. We will access and use the maps from OpenStreetMap (www.openstreetmap.org) as basemaps (i.e.,
background information) for our webGIS, and possibly NOAA’s tile servers to add nautical charts. Only a beta version
with basic functionalities will first be developed for these prototypes as the focus between the first and second workshops
will be the development of the geodatabase. The full version of the webGIS will be developed in Year 3, after the second
workshop (cf. Section 3.5). All the features of the webGIS will be customizable, so we will be able to get stakeholder
input in a future workshop and implement them iteratively in new versions of the webGIS. The webGIS will be directly
available online to the stakeholders, researchers, and the public. Data will be distributed through web services in multiple
open-source spatial formats such as ASCII, GeoJSON, and GeoTIFF. While the shapefile format is proprietary – it is a
standard vector format invented by ESRI (Environmental Systems Research Institute, Redlands, California) – we
recognize that it is the most widely used format for vector data and we will offer to download data in this and other
common proprietary formats.
3.4 Second Workshop: Community Agreement
At the end of the second year, we will hold a two-day workshop (over three days, e.g., noon on Monday to noon on
Wednesday to allow for travel time and save costs on hotels and meals) with the same attendees as for the first workshop,
minus the international and out-of-state partners that were initially invited to present their existing frameworks. The first
day, led by PI Lecours and Ph.D. student Ennis, will be dedicated to reviewing outcomes from the first workshop,
reviewing the plan of the second year that was presented at the end of the first workshop, and presenting the prototypes
of the cyberinfrastructure, with the different options selected by stakeholders the previous year. The second day will be
led by co-PIs Crandall and Hazell and will be spent collecting feedback on each prototype and aim towards consensus.
We will also review the comprehensive list of data from the previous year.
3.5 Final Cyberinfrastructure with Standardized Framework for Data Integration and Distribution
In the final year of the project, the final infrastructure will be developed by Ph.D. student Ennis using the features
from the prototypes that were preferred by the community. A module for data input and data conversion (i.e., “Contributor
Side” in Figure 1), in which users will be able to contribute data, will be developed. The other types of seafloor data (e.g.,
biological, chemical) will be incorporated into the geodatabase, and user guides will be developed. At the end of that year,
the webGIS will be fully accessible with all functionalities. The system will be based on community-driven contribution,
quality check, and validation of data, much like the Open Street Map initiative (https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/).
3.6 Final Workshop: Broad-Scale Implementation & Integration
At the end of this potentially first phase of the Center of Excellence, we will meet again with the stakeholders for one
day over two days (from noon one day to noon the second day to allow for travel time and reduce costs of hotels and
meals). The final framework will be presented and demonstrated. The list of data will be reviewed one last time and made
available as a living document within the webGIS’s documentation. Stakeholders will be provided with the opportunity
to test the functionalities of the webGIS by submitting datasets in real-time during the workshop. On the second day, we
will explore with the stakeholders how this framework could be extended to the entire Gulf of Mexico, which will be
made easier because of the hexagonal multiscale system that allows for an infinite number of resolutions for merging with
other geospatial frameworks. The choice of a hexagon-based framework will also facilitate the transition to another
custom grid system referenced to a Gulf-wide Albers projection that will minimize area distortion and spatial resampling
error across the northern Gulf of Mexico. A final set of feedback from the community will be requested and implemented
in the cyberinfrastructure before the end of the project.
4. Data Management
Open science and open-source data principles guide our data management plan in order to yield more reliable knowledge,
a more rapid and creative generation of results, and broader and more inclusive participation in the research process
(NASEM, 2018). All key personnel take responsibility for compliance with the following articulated plan and will oversee
the implementation of this plan to account for archiving, preservation, and public accessibility of project outcomes. The
team will be supported by the University of Florida (UF) Libraries, more specifically by their Academic Research
Consulting Services, which include a data management service, a spatial information service, a research metrics and
impact service, a publishing and archiving service, and a copyright and fair use service. No legal restrictions related to
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any information products associated with this project are anticipated, no personal identifiers will be collected during this
study, and all information products will be made publicly available within two years of final production. All key personnel
will complete training to facilitate their understanding of and compliance with this data management plan, including a
series of tutorials available through the Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) (e.g., Why Metadata is Awesome).
4.1 Types of Data
Several information products will be produced throughout this project: a database of existing data with metadata, a
tabular formatted database of seafloor information (e.g., depth, rugosity), a series of vector spatial data showing species
occurrences and other information, and the source code for creating and maintaining the mapping web services. Databases
will be provided as SQL geodatabase formats, the metadata as XML files, tabular data and source codes as machinereadable ASCII text files, and vector data as GeoJSON and ArcView shapefiles. The project team is not aware of any
issues regarding the effects or limitations of these formats regarding the data being submitted. The integrated data will
complement existing efforts in the State of Florida and will be integrated with products from third parties (e.g., University
of South Florida, NOAA, GEBCO-Seabed 2030, ESRI Living Atlas, GRIIDC, DWH-LTDM).
4.2 Data and Metadata Standards
Data formats, as detailed in the previous subsection, were chosen based on the standards accepted by data centers
and a widespread usage within the Earth and marine sciences communities. Pending approval by the community during
the workshops, all metadata will comply with the ISO 191xx series of metadata standards. For instance, metadata of
spatial datasets will follow the ISO 19115-2 standards for geographic information. Metadata will be provided in machinereadable XML and “readme” text files and compliant with the DDI Lifecycle (Version 3) format. The research team will
provide all information necessary for a secondary analyst to use each data set accurately and effectively, including a studylevel metadata record, data citations with digital object identifiers, variable-level documentation, and technical
documentation. Publicly available data sources found during this project will be referenced to the Florida Geographic
Data Library (FGDL) Metadata Explorer.
4.3 Policies for Access and Sharing
During the project, all data files will be hosted on institutional servers at UF, and on a UF Dropbox accessible to all
key personnel. UF Dropbox is safer and more secure than regular cloud platforms such as regular Dropbox as it is
encrypted in transit and at rest; multiple layers of redundancy and security keep all content safe and compliant with UF’s
policies and regulations. Funds were requested to acquire a Network-Attached Storage (NAS) for the storage and backing
up of data and the geodatabase, together with hard drives for redundancy. All data and documents related to this project
will be backed up to physical hard drives by key personnel Lecours and Ennis every month. The research team does not
anticipate a need to restrict access to data and information products. Pending approval from the community and the owners
of the integrated data, data will be shared with other, broader frameworks. For instance, bathymetric data will be shared
with the global GEBCO-Seabed 2030 effort (through their Atlantic and Indian Oceans Regional Center located at
Columbia University), with ESRI’s Living Atlas, and with partnering state agencies (e.g., FWC, FDEP, FIO), and
biological data will be uploaded to OBIS. Funds have been budgeted to publish results in a fully open access outlet, and
source codes (e.g., SQL, C#, Leaflet scripts) and sources to access associated data will be provided as appendices for each
manuscript or in the location preferred by the journals, as quickly as permissible subject to journal-specific policies. We
plan to disseminate knowledge by presenting a minimum of two presentations at international conferences. We will strive
to make the public aware of our progress, data, and products through our laboratory’s website interface, social media,
departmental outreach efforts, and quarterly newsletters.
In terms of policies and provisions for re-use and re-distribution, we are not aware of any reasons which might
prohibit the sharing and re‐use of the data being submitted, pending approval from their owners. In addition to the
repositories mentioned above, all deliverables will be made publicly available through the Institutional Repository at UF
(IR@UF) after publication or associated timeframe to allow for publication before the release of raw data. There is an
agreement regarding the right of the principal investigator for the first use of the data. The standards for data and metadata
previously outlined were selected to facilitate re-use. All datasets will be assigned a digital object identifier, facilitating
re-distribution. The UF Libraries provide reference support for the materials and conduct outreach and promotion for the
IR@UF, which further supports and promotes project materials.
4.4 Plans for Archiving and Preservation of Access
Project outcomes will be archived with, and made publicly available through one of the UF Digital Collections, which
provide a comprehensive approach to digital preservation, including technical support, reference services for both online
and offline archives, and training and consultation for digitization standards for long-term digital preservation. The UF
Libraries create METS/MODS metadata for all materials. Citation information for each digital object is also automatically
transformed into MARCXML and Dublin Core. These records are widely distributed through library networks and
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through search engine optimization to ensure broad public access to all online materials. In practice consistent for all
digital projects and materials supported by the UF Libraries, redundant copies are maintained for all online and offline
files. The digital archive is maintained as the Florida Digital Archive (FDA; http://fclaweb.fcla.edu/fda) which is available
at no cost to Florida’s public university libraries. The software programmed to support the FDA is modeled on the widely
accepted Open Archival Information System. It is a dark archive, and no public access functions are provided. It supports
the preservation functions of format normalization, mass format migration, and migration on request. The long-term
strategy for the maintenance, curation, and archiving of the data will be implemented when the project deliverables are
transferred to the UF Libraries for archiving using the IR@UF. As a result of this arrangement, there are no specific
financial considerations of which the researchers are currently aware which might impact the long‐term management of
the data. Finally, the open data standards adopted for this project makes the cyberinfrastructure scalable and enables users
and partners to adapt it for their needs, or to extend it to different areas such as the entire Gulf of Mexico.
5. Anticipated Outcomes
The primary outcome coming out of the first year of the proposed project will be a comprehensive technical report
made publicly available and that will review existing frameworks for data collection, integration, and distribution, together
with common standards and guidelines that are used for these elements (e.g., FDGC metadata standards). It is also
expected that three newsletters will be produced in Year 1: assuming a start date in September 2020, we will send the first
newsletter to introduce the Center of Excellence in January 2021, then a second one to highlight sections of the metaanalysis and introduce the upcoming workshop in April 2021, and finally one to present the outcomes of the first workshop
in July 2021.
In Year 2, we will design and develop the geodatabase, and a map server and a webGIS with basic functionalities.
There will likely be a few versions of these items to accommodate the different decisions made by the community after
the first workshop. Quarterly newsletters will be sent to update the community on the progress. A living document of
available data with necessary metadata will be created and made available. A second workshop will be held. A peerreviewed journal article will be written to present the innovative multiscale hexagonal approach used for the database.
We will present this work at the CoastGIS International Symposium.
In Year 3, we will develop the final version of the map server and webGIS with all the functionalities and develop
the contributor side of the system where the community will be able to upload data. Documentation describing the
framework, the different functionalities of the cyberinfrastructure, the community-selected standards, protocols, and
guidelines will be produced. Quarterly newsletters will be sent. A short technical report will be written ahead of the third
and last workshop to demonstrate how the cyberinfrastructure could be adapted to cover different regions, such as the
entire Gulf of Mexico. A peer-reviewed journal article will be written to showcase the efforts of this Center of Excellence
and the resulting cyberinfrastructure, like it was done for other programs (e.g., Buhl-Mortensen et al., 2015a, 2015b;
Butler et al., 2017). The infrastructure will be presented at the International GeoHab (Marine Geological and Biological
Habitat Mapping) Conference, which PI Lecours may be hosting in Florida during this proposed project.
6. Applications
This project addresses significant data gaps in marine geosciences by providing an innovative data management
solution for the assessment of marine landscapes in Florida. The data integrated into the geodatabase will be in a scalable
framework in order to expand the target extent of this initial project to other applications. This project will provide a first
geospatial framework and cyberinfrastructure to help local, state, and federal groups discover, manage, analyze, integrate,
and reuse seafloor data of the West Florida Shelf, which currently does not exist (FCMaP, 2019). As such, it will enable
the identification of data gaps by agencies like the U.S. Geological Survey and complement existing efforts by programs
like the Florida Coastal Mapping Program. Also, the cyberinfrastructure will serve as a one-stop-shop where researchers,
governmental agencies, and non-governmental organizations will be able to search for the data available in their area of
interest. For example, if the Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission is interested in performing predictive
modeling of the invasive lionfish under changing conditions in Florida, they will be able to access spatially-explicit known
occurrences of lionfish, bathymetric data together with bathymetry-derived variables such as rugosity, slope, and
topographic position, and salinity and temperature data. In addition, they will be able to access standardized metadata for
each of these data layers to assess their quality, scale, and fitness-for-use. Finally, they will be able to download these
data to perform their predictive modeling.
The webGIS infrastructure will offer versatility in visualizing individual datasets and a scalable environment, which
will be useful for conservation planners that may need broader-scale maps to serve as vision statements at the same time
as finer-scale maps to plan site-specific interventions (Beier et al., 2011). The integrated data could also be used to develop
maps of the West Florida Shelf according to the Coastal and Marine Ecological Classification Standard (CMECS). This
project is novel in its approach to producing and examining extensive marine datasets by providing a schema that will
support a wide range of spatial resolutions for creating future seascape models.
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Budget
We request a total of $349,722.88 for the complete realization of the proposed project. The details are provided
below.
Sept-20 to Aug-21 Sept-21 to Aug-22 Sept-22 to Aug-23
Item
PIs Salary
PIs Fringe (26.8%)
Graduate Student Stipend
Graduate Student Fringe (12.1%)
Post-Doctoral Fellow Salary
Post-Doctoral Fellow Fringe (12.1%)
Domestic Travel
Foreign Travel
Rental Costs and Food
Material and Supplies
Other Expenses
Tuition
Publication Costs
IDC (10%)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Year 1
18,523.23
4,964.23
37,500.00
4,537.50
3,470.40
419.92
33,000.00
8,250.00
1,200.00
4,350.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Year 2
15,394.10
4,125.62
37,500.00
4,537.50
1,349.60
163.30
18,410.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

400.00

$

$

13,033.00

$
$

1,470.00
14,336.30

$

11,621.53

$

8,335.01

$
$
$
$

Total

$

140,869.81

$

106,021.43

$

Year 3
Total
13,845.91 $ 47,763.24
3,710.70 $ 12,800.55
37,500.00 $112,500.00
4,537.50 $ 13,612.50
1,349.60 $ 6,169.60
163.30 $
746.52
12,410.00 $ 63,820.00
$ 8,250.00
200.00 $ 1,800.00
$ 4,350.00
2,940.00 $ 4,410.00
15,769.93 $ 43,139.23
2,490.00 $ 2,490.00
7,914.70 $ 27,871.24
102,831.65

$349,722.88

Personnel
Funds are requested to support the Principal Investigator, Dr. Vincent Lecours, for two months of academic effort in
Year 1, 1.75 months in Year 2, and 1.5 months in Year 3. His compensation is calculated based on the base academic
annual salary of $90,941, with a 3% escalation each year. He will be responsible for overall project direction and
coordination, for assuring successful project completion, including submission of progress reports, as required. Dr.
Lecours will also be the primary advisor of Ph.D. student Ennis. Fringe benefits are calculated at 26.8% for faculty during
the academic year ($10,954.99 total).
Funds are also requested to hire Bradley Ennis as a doctoral student for 12 months of academic effort annually for
three years ($37,500 stipend yearly, and $13,033 tuition in Year 1 with a 10% increase each year as per the University of
Florida Office of Research guidelines). Mr. Ennis currently works at the Florida Department of Environmental Protection
but will become a full-time doctoral student if this proposal is funded. His responsibilities will include collaborating on
overall project direction and coordination, performing the meta-analysis, and designing the database structure and the
associated map server and webGIS. Fringe benefits are calculated at 12.1% for graduate students during the academic
year ($13,612.50 total).
Co-PIs Dr. Chelsey Crandall and Dr. Joy Hazell, our Agents in Facilitation and Collaborative Decision Making, will
be in charge of organizing and leading the three workshops. We request funds for Post-Doctoral Fellow Crandall for three
weeks in Year 1 to organize the first workshop, plus the three days of the workshop. Since it will be the first workshop,
it will take more time to plan, connect with the participants, and prepare. This also includes the time after the three-day
workshop to write up the reports for the participants and what will be included in the newsletters. We request funds for
only one week for the subsequent workshops, in Year 2 and Year 3. This comes down to 18 days (144 hours) in Year 1,
and seven days (56 hours) in each of Years 2 and 3. Dr. Crandall’s hourly rate is $24.10, and fringe benefits are calculated
at 12.1% for post-doctoral fellows during the academic year ($746.52 total). Dr. Hazell, a faculty member at the University
of Florida, will be supporting Dr. Crandall for two weeks in Year 1 and one week in the two subsequent years. Her
compensation is based on an hourly salary of $42.08 for 80 hours in Year 1 and 40 hours in Years 2 and 3, with a 3%
escalation of her hourly rate each year. Fringe benefits are calculated at 26.8% for faculty during the academic year
($1,845.56 total).
Travels
We expect to have about 35 participants at the first, three-day workshop, including the community members (between
25 and 27), the international guests (between 5 and 7), and the four team members. We estimated the costs of hotel rooms
($175 x 4 nights), mileage from major cities (e.g., Tallahassee, Gainesville, Miami, Jacksonville) to St. Petersburg and
back, and meal rates for State travel ($6 breakfast, $11 lunch, and $19 dinner), for all attendees (minus mileage for
international guests). This equals $33,000 in domestic travel.
We estimated airfare for international (e.g., Hobart, Australia; Trondheim, Norway; Southampton, U.K.) and out-ofstate (e.g., Monterey, California; Durham, New Hampshire; New York City, New York) guests, and allocated $8,250 in
travels. We recognize that airfare is subject to significant change; if not all of these funds are spent, we suggest using
15

them to send the doctoral student to present at the CoastGIS International Symposium as we do not request funds for
travel to conferences.
For the second workshop in Year 2, we expect about 30 participants, including community members and team
members. We estimated the costs of hotel rooms ($175 x 2 nights), mileage from significant cities to St. Petersburg and
back, and meal rates for State travel for all attendees, which totals $18,410. Funds requested for the third workshop, which
requires only one night at the hotel for the same number of attendees, amount to $12,410.
Equipment
We request $1,800 to build a custom workstation computer that will prioritize multiple threading for scripting and
conversion of data to different formats. We also request $950 for the purchase of a multi-bay diskless NAS (NetworkAttached Storage) system for on-site storage that will be used to house copies of data. The NAS will be supported by a
set of eight peripherals 6TB NAS hard drives for redundancy storage ($200 each, $1,600 total) as a safety feature.
As the initial map server and webGIS functionalities are developed, there will be a need to store the database on a
cloud platform. To have a server that can freely distribute data on an as-needed basis, a “provisioned” cloud platform
working with a SQL server is preferable. While the billing is calculated based on the total storage availability of the
database, we can adjust the size of the database as we progress along with the project. In the beginning, we can expect a
monthly price of about $245 for a data holding of 100GB, but we will not launch the database until all working group
members are ready to test and utilize the service. As such, we requested funds for the second half of the proposed project,
when the database and the map server are developed (i.e., six months in Year 2, and 12 months in Year 3), which total
$4,410.
Rental
We do not include funds for rental of a location for the workshops; we assume that we can use the facilities from one
of our partners (e.g., Florida Institute of Oceanography, Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission; University
of Florida). However, we request funds for catering of the workshops: $1,200 in Year 1, $400 in Year 2, and $200 in Year
3.
Other Direct Costs
We requested $2,490 for publication costs, based on the publication fees of the journal Frontiers in Marine Science,
in which many of the existing frameworks mentioned in this proposal were published.
Indirect Costs
Indirect costs are charged at a rate of 10%, excluding tuition, and total $27,871.24.
Timeline
The timeline is presented in text form throughout the methods section but is included in a Gantt chart here. A total of
36 months will be required to address all objectives of the Center of Excellence. The first nine months will be dedicated
to the meta-analysis and literature review and to prepare for the first three-day workshop with community partners and
international guests that will be held in month 9. After the first workshop, Ph.D. student Ennis will start developing the
cyberinfrastructure based on the input of workshop participants (months 9 to 18). The focus will be on the geodatabase,
and basic functionalities of the map server and webGIS will be developed ahead of the second workshop in month 21, to
be able to demonstrate the standards and protocols included in the geodatabase. The third year will be spent developing
the full functionalities of the cyberinfrastructure, including the module to upload and integrate new data. Comprehensive
user documentation and a peer-reviewed manuscript will be written. A final workshop will be held in month 33. The
cyberinfrastructure will be presented at two conferences, and quarterly newsletters will be sent for the project’s duration.
Year 1
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS
FUNDING OPPORTUNITY NUMBER: FLRACEP-2019-01.5
RFP III.5 – Facilitating Development of a Standardized Mapping Framework
Please provide your responses to the supplement questions below. Your response will be
added to your submitted proposal and a copy will be provided to the FLRACEP Program
Management Team for further review.
Please feel free to add pages as you feel necessary to capture your responses. If you have
questions, please contact me at camngo@usf.edu.
Questions:
Q1A: Can you please turn your table 1 into a table that lists the name of each organizational
partner, name(s) of point(s) of contact at that organization, and whether you have spoken to
the point(s) of contact about your proposal.
-We added the modified table at the end of this document.
-PI Lecours has a professional relationship with a number of the points of contact, in particular the
out-of-state and international partners listed, and a few academic partners in the state (see asterisks
in the table).
-PI Lecours discussed this specific proposal with colleagues at the University of Florida and Dr.
Vicki Ferrini (GEBCO 2030 and Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory). For a similar proposal that
was submitted to the National Science Foundation in 2019 but did not get funded, the team
discussed and got letters of support from points of contact Jorge Lagos (Florida Department of
Environmental Protection), Dr. James Garey (Florida Institute of Oceanography), and Keith Mille
(Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission).
-PI Lecours has attended workshops and meetings with many of the points of contact for
government stakeholders and consortiums/programs, such as Dr. Cheryl Hapke (University of
South Florida, Florida Coastal Mapping Program), Xan Frederic (United States Geological
Survey), René Baumstark (Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission), and Kevin
Johnson (Florida Institute of Technology). While he is familiar with their work, organizations, and
responsibilities, he has not yet established professional relationships with them.
Q1B: If there are partners with whom you have not spoken about your proposal, please describe
your approach for engaging with them and ensuring their participation.
We will be crafting personal invitations to each point of contact that describe the goal of the Center
of Excellence, the aims of the workshops, and how their expertise contributes to the overall goal
of building a framework for data integration and distribution on the West Florida Shelf. In addition
to gauging their interest, we will ask each point of contact to recommend suitable colleagues to
ensure that we cast a wide net across all relevant sectors and that we get the appropriate individuals
involved. We will follow-up with each point of contact as needed to gauge their level of interest.
For example, some may prefer not to be directly involved in the workshops but may want to remain
apprised of developments (e.g., through the reception of the proposed newsletter), or might want
to be on the mailing list for surveys and other opportunities to provide input.
1

SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS
FUNDING OPPORTUNITY NUMBER: FLRACEP-2019-01.5
RFP III.5 – Facilitating Development of a Standardized Mapping Framework
Q2A: Can you further discuss your strategy for getting community agreement on a framework
for data integration and sharing on the West Florida Shelf?
We consider the meeting participants as an advisory committee for the Center of Excellence.
Participants will have been purposefully selected to represent the geographic, disciplinary, and
entity-oriented diversity of perspectives. This group will work with the project team to develop
the framework through consensus-building activities during each workshop. During the first
proposed workshop, we will guide the participants through a brainstorming session to identify the
elements that they find useful in the existing frameworks that will be presented, as well as to come
up with novel elements that they envision being important to a framework in Florida. We will
aggregate that information and provide a second opportunity to articulate what the participants
find important and why they think it is. These activities will be highly interactive and participatory.
Educational products, workshops, and/or webinars will also be developed as appropriate to engage
participants between meetings and to engage the broader community (e.g., newsletter). For
example, after the first workshop, the wider community will be surveyed electronically to group
the different components discussed during the first workshop into categories such as the “musthaves”, the “nice to have”, and the “not essential for the West Florida Shelf” categories. The
website of the Center of Excellence will feature a permanent form for community input. Consensus
building is an iterative process (figure below): after the first workshop and the implementation of
prototypes (see the main proposal), they will be presented back to the community, and we will
once again gather feedback until a consensus has been reached and a final product is ready.

Q2B: How will this Center of Excellence serve as a collaborative hub for state, federal, academic
and other partners within Florida and across the Gulf region?
Our role as facilitators is to make sure that all voices are included and heard. By involving partners
across multiple sectors in the initial conception of the framework, we are hoping not only to gather
their expertise and identify their needs but also to garner support and buy-in. We believe that the
framework has to be developed by the community and for the community, and our role is to
facilitate the development process. Building the framework from the ground up with community
participation will ensure that the participants want to continue to be involved, regularly contribute
to the framework, and turn to the hub as the first stop for their mapping needs (figure below).
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS
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Q3: Due to the corona virus pandemic, what alternative methods do you have to proceed to
build/unify collaborations, or to conduct an effective workshop?
Decisions on meeting format (in-person or online) will be based upon recommendations from the
US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, our state and county government officials, and the
different partners’ organizations (including the University of Florida). If it is deemed advisable for
participants to convene in-person, we will ensure the meeting space and workshop activities are
safe for participants.
If circumstances are still severe enough to preclude in-person participation, we will convert the
workshops to the Zoom format using all proper securities, such as passwords and a waiting room.
The nature of online meetings will require a shift to more frequent yet shorter meetings; therefore,
if deemed necessary, each in-person workshop will be modified to last no longer than three hours,
which will occur on a regular schedule. As with in-person workshops, these Zoom meeting
activities will be strategically designed to promote shared understanding and consensus-building
by making use of facilitation tools (e.g., Google Docs, polls) and activities (e.g., writing on
whiteboards, breakout groups). For breakout activities, we will establish group norms to ensure
that each participant has the chance to contribute and feels shared ownership over the outcomes.
We will also be sure to have one member of our team with each one of the breakout rooms to
facilitate and take notes. Groups will be mixed up between activities so that participants have the
opportunity to hear ideas from various perspectives. We will evaluate the option to give
“homework”, such as activities or subcommittee tasks, to participants in-between the Zoom
meetings.
We note that our preference, if the circumstances are appropriate, is to hold in-person workshops
as the synergy and free flow of ideas that characterize successful meetings are more difficult to
replicate digitally. However, both project team facilitators (co-PIs Hazell and Crandall) have
shifted their facilitation work to the Zoom platform, and have built expertise over the recent months
in facilitation and consensus-building in this format.
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Out-of-State &
International
Partners with
Existing
Frameworks

Consortiums, Programs
& Non-Governmental
Organizations

Government

Academic

Types of
Partner/
Stakeholder

Partners / Stakeholders
Eckerd College
Florida A&M University
Florida Atlantic University
Florida Gulf Coast University
Florida Institute of Technology
Florida International University
Florida Southern College
Florida State University
Jacksonville University
New College of Florida
Nova Southeastern University
Rollins College
University of Florida
University of Miami
University of North Florida
University of South Florida
University of Tampa
University of West Florida
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission
NOAA's National Geodetic Survey
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
U.S. Bureau of Ocean Management
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
U.S. Geological Survey
Florida Coastal Mapping Program
Florida Institute of Oceanography
Florida Sea Grant
Mote Marine Laboratory
NOAA's Integrated Ocean and Coastal Mapping Program &
Interagency Working Group on Ocean and Coastal Mapping
Smithsonian Marine Station
Southeast U.S. Seafloor Habitat Mapping Steering Committee
California Seafloor Mapping Program
EMODnet members
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
MAREANO
NOAA's National Centers for Environmental Information
Seamap Australia

Points of Contact
Gregg Brooks
Michael Martinez-Colon
Loren Coen
Felix Jose
Kevin Johnson
Kevin Boswell*
Jason Macrander
Sandra Brooke
Ashley Johnson
Gerardo Toro-Farmer
Brian Walker*
Pamela Brannock
Team's Institution
Sam Purkis
Jim Gelsleichter
Steve Murawski* and David Naar
Bridgette Froeschke
Susan Piacenza
Jorge Lagos
Keith Mille and René Baumstark
Denis Riordan
Jennifer Wozencraft and Clay McCoy
Jeff Reidenauer
Ryan Theel
Xan Fredericks
Cheryl Hapke
James Garey
Sherry Larkin*
Jim Culter
Ashley Chappel
Scott Jones
Adam Bode
Peter Dartnell and Pat Iampietro*
Thierry Schmitt* and Dick Schaap
Vicki Ferrini*
Margaret Dolan* and Lilja Bjarnadóttir*
Geno Olmi
Vanessa Lucieer*
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